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Abstract

into account the imprecision and uncertainty of low level
data. To attain our goal, we extend the event recognition
approach described in [17] for a robust recognition and we
compute the likelihood of the event recognition. Likelihood
can be defined as the probability or degree of trust that an
event occurs. This approach is tested on healthcare videos
and ETISEO’06.
The paper is organized as follow: in section 2, we review the related work. In section 3 and 4 we describe the
different stages and the main contribution on the proposed
video interpretation framework for composite events recognition. The experiments realized to evaluate the proposed
method are shown in the section 5. Finally, we present the
conclusion in the section 6.

This paper presents a constraint-based approach for
video event recognition with probabilistic reasoning for
handling uncertainty. The main advantage of constraintbased approaches is the possibility for human expert to
model composite events with complex temporal constraints.
But the approaches are usually deterministic and do not
enable the convenient mechanism of probability reasoning
to handle the uncertainty. The first advantage of the proposed approach is the ability to model and recognize composite events with complex temporal constraints. The second advantage is that probability theory provides a consistent framework for dealing with uncertain knowledge for a
robust and reliable recognition of complex event. This approach is evaluated with 4 real healthcare videos and a public video ETISEO’06. The results are compared with state
of the art method. The comparison shows that the proposed
approach improves significantly the process of recognition
and characterizes the likelihood of the recognized events.

2. State of the art
The research field of event representation and recognition has been very active during the last decade. Event
recognition approaches can be classified into two main
categories: probabilistic approaches and constraint-based
approaches. This section describes several of these approaches and a short discussion on the remaining open
issues. The main probabilistic approaches that have
been used to recognize video events include neural networks [1, 2], Bayesian classifier [13] and Hidden Markov
Models (HMM) [6, 9, 12]. The two first approaches
(i.e. neural networks and Bayesian classifiers) are well
adapted to combine observations at one time point, but
they have not a specific mechanism to represent the time
and temporal constraints between visual observations. For
instance, Dynamic Bayesian Networks (DBN) have been
used successfully to recognize short temporal actions [8],
but the recognition process depends on time segmentation:
when the frame-rate or the activity duration changes, the
DBN has to be re-trained. The main advantage of Bayesian
networks is that they are able to model the uncertainty of the
recognition by using probabilities based on Bayes Theory.
However, they have two main drawbacks. First, the a priori

1. Introduction
In the literature, many video event recognition systems
have been described [11, 16, 17]. However, these systems
are not robust enough for coping with computer vision challenges, such as illumination changes, segmentation issues
and occlusions [3]. Most of these systems do not handle the
uncertainty in the event recognition process. Most of the
previous approaches able to recognize events and handling
uncertainty, are 2D approaches which model an activity as
a set of pixel motion vectors [4, 14]. These 2D approaches
can only recognize short and primitive events but cannot address composite events.
We propose a constraint-based approach for real-world
video interpretation based on probabilistic reasoning for
composite event likelihood computation. The main goal is
to improve the techniques of video data interpretation taking
1

probability needs to be learned and this learning stage is
often tiresome: due to the construction of the learning set.
Second, they have been often used to recognize elementary
actions at the numerical level with only one physical
object. The advantage of the HMMs compared to NNs and
Bayesian classifier is the ability to recognize sequences
of events, but they cannot model easily complex temporal
relationships (e.g. Allens interval algebra operators) and
they are limited when the recognition involves several
mobile objects. The probability of being in a state for
a mobile object has to be combined with the probability
of being in another state for all other mobile objects.
This combination leads to combinatorial explosion of the
recognition process.
Many probabilistic event recognition approaches can
handle uncertainty using a probabilistic framework. For
instance, Chomat and Crowley [4] address the problem of
probabilistic recognition of activities (such as a person is
walking) and hand gestures using local spatio-temporal appearance and the Bayes rules. In [6] the authors introduce
the switching Hidden Semi-Markov Model (S-HSMM)
to deal with time duration modelling based on the use of
discrete coxian distribution. This extension attempts to
introduce more semantic in the formalism at the cost of
tractability. Constraint-based approaches have been largely
used to recognize activities. The main trend consists in
designing symbolic networks whose nodes or predicates
correspond to the boolean recognition of simpler events.
Stochastic grammars have been proposed to parse simple
actions recognized by vision modules [10]. Logic and
Prolog programming have also been used to recognize
activities defined as predicates [5]. Constraint Satisfaction
Problem (CSP) has been applied to model activities as
constraint networks [15, 16, 18]. For example, Ghallab [7]
represents an event as a set of temporal constraints on
time-stamped events. The event recognition algorithm
implements the propagation of temporal constraints based
on the RETE algorithm. The approach proposed by Vu et
al [17] uses similarly a declarative representation of event
defined as a set of spatio-temporal and logic constraints.
This approach is very performant in term of composite
event recognition with complex temporal constraint and
in term of temporal execution time but it made two strong
assumptions: 1) good detector (all persons are correctly
detected) 2) good tracker (all persons are correctly tracked).
The constraint-based approaches have shown their efficiency in term of complex event recognition. However,
these approaches do not handle the uncertainty of the
recognition process leading to recognition errors in complex situations. Thus, in this paper, we propose a new
constraint based approach for reliable and robust complex
event recognition with probabilistic reasoning.

Figure 1. Overview of the proposed Event Recognition Framework.

Figure 2. Contextual elements of the scene.

3. Overview of the proposed Video Interpretation Framework
The proposed event recognition approach is based on a
video interpretation framework described in figure 1. The
video event framework takes as input video streams and a
priori knowledge. The a priori knowledge is all the information used by the event recognition process to infer high
semantically representation of the scene. This knowledge is
composed of 3D geometric information (i.e. empty scene
model, camera calibration) and pre-defined event models.
The framework contains a vision component (e.g. detection,
classification and tracking tasks) and an event recognition
component. In this section, we detail the a priori Knowledge of the framework. The event recognition component
is detailed in the section 4.

3.1. 3D Geometric Information
The 3D geometric information includes in particular a
decomposition of the 3D scene ground-floor into a set of
zones of interest corresponding to the equipment 3D projection on the ground floor which are the main contextual
elements for the event recognition process (Figure 2). The
green colour represents the walls, the pink coulor is used for
the equipment and the red is for zones of interest.

the event.
- Forbidden components: corresponding to the events which
should not occur during the main event.
- Constraints:conditions between the physical objects
and/or the components including symbolic, logical, spatial
and temporal constraints.
- Action: describes the actions to be taken when the event
is recognized.
Composite events are also called in video understanding
community complex events, behaviours and scenarios. We
illustrate in figure 3 as examples the primitive state insidezone (person P is inside a zone Z), the primitive event
moves-close-to (corresponding to the change of person position and moving close to an equipment) and a composite
event person interacts with an equipment (TV). This model
consists of a person being close to the equipment, inside
the defined zone of use of the equipment and during a long
enough time (duration of use of the equipment). This composite event contains three physical objects, two components, and three constraints.
Figure 3. Events Models

3.2. Event Models
The event models correspond to the modelling of all the
knowledge used by the system to detect event occurring
in the scene. The description of this knowledge has to be
declarative and intuitive (in natural terms). In this work, we
propose to represent the activities of interest into a formal
model that satisfies a number of spatial and temporal constraints by using the event description language proposed
by Vu et al. [17]. We have used this language to address
complex activity recognition involving several physical objects of different types (e.g. person, equipment) in a scene
observed by video cameras over an extended period of time.
There are four types of activities: primitive states, composite states, primitive events and composite events. A state
describes a stable situation in time characterizing one or
several physical objects. A primitive state (e.g. a person
is located inside a zone) corresponds to a spatio/temporal
property directly computed using the vision component results. A composite state is a combination of primitive states.
An event is an activity containing at least a change of state
value between two consecutive times (e.g. a person enters a
zone of interest: he/she is outside the zone and then inside).
A primitive event corresponds to a change of primitive state
value and a composite event is a combination of primitive
events. An event (and more generally any activity) is composed of five elements:
- Physical objects: including mobile objects (e.g. persons,
equipment or zones of interest).
- Components: corresponding to the sub-events composing

4. Event Recognition Process with uncertainty
handling
We propose two extensions of the event recognition algorithm [17]. The first extension consists in the dealing of the
crisp aspect in the process of spatial primitive state detection for a robust recognition. The first algorithm (algorithm
1) deals with mis-detection and allows a large recognition
of events. The second extension consists in the computation
of the likelihood of the event recognition based on the reliability computation of its components (algorithm 2). The
reliability measures describe the visual quality of the analysed data and the temporal coherence of the obtained mobile object attribute values. In the next section we detail the
two proposed algorithms.

4.1. Robust Recognition
The algorithm [17] is based on a crisp method for the
recognition of states and events. The first extension consists in a non binary interpretation of the spatial primitive
states based on [0, 1]-valued Gaussian functions.
The proposed algorithm 1 (figure 4) takes as input the mobile object (i.e. person) coordinates at each time instant t
and the 3D coordinates of contextual objects (i.e. 3D projection coordinates of zones and equipment on the ground).
The algorithm computes the distance of the person (represented by the position of its feet corresponding to the middle of the bounding box bottom segment) to the different
borders of the contextual zone and the distance that it takes
into account is the minimum of all these distances (the closest one). This distance is zero when the person is inside
the zone and the distance is high if the person is far from

Figure 4. Inputs and outputs of the algorithm 1.

Figure 6. algorithm for parameters learning.

Figure 5. Event recognition likelihood computation algorithm.

the zone. Based on this distance, it computes the Gaussian probability P(S) that a primitive state occurs within the
zone as shown in (Eq.1). The event is recognized when the
computed probability is over a predefined threshold. The
variance σ is learned experimentally.
P (S) = √

1
2πσ 2

d2

e− 2σ2

(1)

4.2. Likelihood of the Event Recognition process
The second extension (algorithm 2) consists in the computation of the likelihood of the recognition of an event
based on the reliability computation of its components (see
section 3.2). The algorithm 2 takes as input the mobile
object (i.e. person) instantaneous features values, creates
a temporal history of these features values, estimates how
much the mobile object features vector deviates from an estimated distribution model and then computes the likelihood
of a recognized event (figure 5). We believe that the temporal and spatial coherency of the mobile object features
is the key to evaluate the event recognition process. In the
following, we detail the process of the computation of the
likelihood for the primitive state and composite events.
4.2.1

Likelihood of Primitive State Recognition

A primtive state (see section 3.2) is modelled based on the
physical objects involved in the state (mobile objects (i.e.
person), contextual objects (i.e. zones, equipment,...)) and
spatio-temporal constraints.

The primitive state likelihood Pt (S) is computed based
on the combination of the mobile object (Mo) reliability.
The computation of mobile object reliability aims at
evaluating how well the classification, detection and tracking of mobile objects work.
The reliability computation method consists mainly in estimating how much the mobile object features vector deviate
from an estimated distribution model.
For that, a vector of seven features (motion step, velocity,
direction, 3D height, 3D width and temporal trajectory coherency) F = {f1 , · · · , f7 } (figure 7) that best characterize
the mobile object is extracted. These features are detailed
in the next section.
For each feature value xf we compute respectively
f
the instantaneous reliability Pinst
at time instant T as a
Gaussian probability density function with parameters (µf ,
σf )(Eq 2). The Gaussian parameters (µf , σf ) are learned
based on the algorithm detailed below ( 6). This algorithm
allows to learn iteratively and fastly the parameters (µf , σf )
values for a large learning database. As the value of i increases, the ratio i−1
i2 becomes very low and has less impact
on the calculated value of σi . For the 3D height (H), 3D
width (W) and shape ratio (Sr) features (see next section),
we learn experimentally a Gaussian model for a person with
(µH = 160 , σH =56) (µW = 50,σW = 35 ) and (µSr = µW /
µH , σSr = σW / σH ).
We believe that to have a global idea about the feature
reliability value at time instant t, it is important to consider not only the instantaneous value but also the previous ones. Thus we compute the temporal reliability (Eq 3)
in a temporal window based on previous reliability values
f
Ptemp
(t <= T ). The value e−(T −t) corresponds to the
cooling function of the previous computed reliability values. It can be interpreted as cooling factor for reinforcing
the newer values and giving less importance to the previous
ones.

feature to evaluate the mobile object reliability. We calculate the angle value of the movement direction based on 2D
coordinates of the mobile object at instant t and t-1. The
value of this angle is in the interval [0, 2π].
(4) 3D Height (H) and (5) 3D Width (W) features
Figure 7. Mobile object features.
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X
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The mobile object reliability is then computed based on
its features reliability according to the total probability (see
Eq 4)
Pt (S) = Pt (M o/F ) =

X

P (M o/f ).P (f /F )

f ∈F

=

X

The value of the 3D height and 3D width is very important for the classification of a mobile objects as a person.
If a mobile object is wrongly classified, it could be not detected and tracked and no event could be recognized.
(6) Shape Ratio(Sr)
The shape ratio of a mobile object at time instant t is computed as follow

(4)
Ptemp (f ).P (f /F )

f ∈F

(1) Motion Step (MS)
The motion step is defined as the 3D coordinate difference at two consecutive time instants t and t-1. If the
mobile object is well tracked, this motion step is rather
small. As many event models are based on the mobile
object displacement, this feature is a key to deal with the
recognition of the events.
(2) Velocity (V)
When a mobile objectq
is wrongly identified and tracked,
the velocity value V = Vx2 + Vy2 could increase abnormally. Thus, this feature has an important impact on the
quality of the recognition therefore we propose to compute
the reliability of this feature.
We compute, first, the value of mobile object velocity based
on its n (n= 10) previous positions over time and then we
calculate the velocity difference of the tracked object at instant t and t-1.
(3) Direction (D)
In general the direction of a mobile object changes
smoothly, thus an important change of the mobile object
direction is usually the consequence of tracking errors. For
this reason we consider that direction is also an important

(5)

Errors in vision algorithms can cause a large change in the
value of the shape ratio.
(7) Temporal Trajectory Coherency (TTC)
The mobile object trajectory is defined as the localization
of the mobile object during an interval of time. Characterize
the trajectory coherency of a mobile object over time is an
important feature for the evaluation of the likelihood of the
event recognition process. In order to estimate correctly this
feature, we need to observe the mobile movement in a long
enough temporal interval δt . We consider that ten frames
are long enough for this estimation.
To evaluate the trajectory coherency, we use linear regression formalism. Given a sample of the coordinates (xi, yi),
i=1,...n of a mobile object, we aim at determining if this
sample fits a linear model: Y i = aXi + b;
Based on the least squares method, our goal is to find the
equation of the affine function that minimizes the sum of
the squared deviations of the points to this affine function.
First, we compute the empirical average of the xi (x̄) and
2
yi (ȳ) ( Eq 6), the empirical variance of the xi (SX
), the
empirical covariance (SXY ) (Eq 7) and the affine function
parameter (a, b) are then calculated. The vertical distance
(εi ) between the affine function and a trajectory point (xi,
yi ) is called the error (Eq 8).
The reliability of the trajectory coherency is calculated
based on the error εi (Eq 9). smin and smax are predefined
thresholds.
x̄ =

2
SX
=

n
1 X
.
(xi );
n i=1

ȳ =

n
1 X
.
(yi )
n i=1

(6)

n
n
1 X
1 X
.
(xi − x̄)2 ; SXY = .
((xi − x̄)(yi − ȳ))
n i=1
n i=1
(7)

a=

SXY
2 ;
SX

b = ȳ − a.x̄;

(
TTCLikelihood =

εi = yi − axi − b

1
(εi +smax )
(smax −smin

(8)

if |εi | <= smin
otherwise
(9)

4.2.2

Likelihood of Composite Event Recognition

A composite event (see section 3.2) is modelled based on
the description of the involved physical objects (mobile objects (i.e. person), contextual objects (i.e. zones, equipment,...)) and a combination of states and events with spatio/temporal constraints.
The first idea to handle the uncertainty is to assign at
the event modelling step a coefficient of importance level
or priority αi for each component ci of the composite event
model (see figure 9). This coefficient value which is defined by the expert expresses which components are more
important for the recognition of the event and allow a more
flexible event modelling. At the event recognition step, the
recognition of composite events is based on the recognition of its sub-events (i.e. primitive states and primitive
events that compose it). The composite event likelihood
CE is computed with Bayes theorem (Eq 10). P(CE ) is the
prior probability of CE , it is the probability that CE is correct before the sub-event C = {c1 , · · · , cn } were detected.
Pt (C|CE ) is the conditional probability of the sub-event
given that the hypothesis CE is recognized. Pt (C|CE ) is
called the likelihood and P(C) is the marginal probability.
These probabilities are learned based on statistical method
from a set of representative training sequences. Finally we
compute the ratio Pt (CE |C)/Pt (¬CE |C) (see Eq 11) with
¬CE is equal to CE = false. If the ratio value is upper than
1, the recognition of the composite event has a high chance
to be correct. The figure 8 shows a Bayesian representation of the composite event ’interaction-With-chair’ composed of two sub-events ’inside-zone-Balance’ and ’closeto-chair’ and the corresponding probability table.
Pt (C|CE ).P (CE )
P (C)
Qn
P (ci |CE ).P (CE )
= i=1
P (C)

(10)

Pt (CE |C)
Pt (C|CE ).P (CE )
=
Pt (¬CE |C)
Pt (C|¬CE ).P (¬CE )
Qn
P (ci |CE ).P (CE )
= Qn i=1
i=1 P (ci |¬CE ).P (¬CE )

(11)

Pt (CE |C) =

Figure 8. Bayes network and its probability table.

Figure 9. A priority coefficient is assigned to each of the event
components.

5. Experimental results
The proposed method was tested in two different applications. First, 4 real world videos of healthcare application with 4 actors were tested. Because of change of luminosity, cameras vibration and noise of video acquisition,
these videos have bad quality so that the vision chain algorithms (segmentation, classification, detection and tracking) fails sometimes to provide correct outputs (misclassification, misdetection). We compare the different results with
the ground truth data (GT). The ground truth data is defined
at the event level. It contains only the event occurring in the
scene. For performance evaluation, we use classical metrics. When the system correctly recognizes an event a true
positive (TP) is scored. A false positive (FP) is scored when
an incorrect event is recognized. If an event occurs and the
system does not report it, a false negative (FN) is scored.
We use two standards metric (Eq 12): the precision (P) and
the sensitivity (S) . The precision is the ratio between the
numbers of true positive (correct recognition) and the sum
of the numbers of true and false positive. The sensitivity is
the ratio between the number of true positive and the sum
of the numbers of true positive and false negative.
P =

TP
TP
; S=
TP + FP
TP + FN

(12)

Algo
Events
Primitive Event and primitive state
Person-Walking

GT

TP

Crisp Algo/UH Algo
FP
FN
S (%)

P (%)

5

2/ 5

3/ 10

2/ 0

50/ 100

40/ 33

Inside-zone-Balance

35

14 / 21

3/8

22/ 14

39/ 60

82/72

Close-to-chair

33

16/ 21

1/ 1

17/ 12

48/ 63

94/ 95

Composite event
interaction-with-chair

21

5/16

0/ 4

16/5

24/ 76

100/ 80

Stay-at-Equipment

8

2/ 5

0/ 0

5/ 3

40/ 62

100/ 100

Move-close-chair

2

1/ 1

0/ 0

1/ 1

50/ 50

100/ 100

interaction-with-TV

10

4/ 8

0/ 0

6/ 2

40/80

100/ 100

Person-reading

3

1/3

0/1

2/0

100/100

50/ 75

Table 1. Recognition results of the Crisp (in black)/ UH algorithms (in bleu).

The method was tested also on a public video sequence
ETISEO’06. The proposed method is valid for any type of
video. Infact, we test some scenarios with important spatial
localization changes on ETISEO’06. The scenario positionchanges (figure 10) consists of a person going out of a room,
moving to the corridor, stopping near a pillar (figure 11)
was recognized correctly with the proposed method. For the
crisp algorithm [17], because of the mis-recognition of the
primitive state close-Room-Door, the whole scenario was
not recognized. In many case when the crisp algorithm fails
to recognize an event because of a misdetection, the proposed algorithm with uncertainty handling (UH algorithm)
recognizes it correctly. The sensitivity of the proposed algorithm is higher than the crisp one. The precision of the
proposed algorithm is high in the case of complex events
(Person-reading, interaction-with-chair,...). False positive
detection occurs mainly at the borders of zones and equipments as the contextuals objects (i.e. equipments) are very
close otherwise less false detection can be scored. The nondetection of false alarms in the case of complex event can be
explained by the fact that the scenarios are very constrained
and there are unlikely to be recognized by error.

Figure 10. The composite event “position-changes“. This model
consists of a person going out of a room, moving to the corridor,
stopping near a pillar.

6. Conclusions
The lack of mechanisms for handling uncertainty and the
imprecision of low level data can lead to recognition errors
or mis-recognition of events for real-world videos. Thus,
the interest in the approach of event recognition with uncertainty handling is growing rapidly. We propose in this paper
an approach to handle the uncertainty of the event recognition. This approach takes into account the event modelling
and the event recognition process. The proposed approach

Figure 11. Etiseo’06:
“position-changes“.

Recognition of the composite event

is tested using a health care application and ETISEO’06
database. The experimental results show that in many cases

where the crisp event recognition obtain false negative, the
proposed method recognize correctly the events. In the proposed method, the recognition of false alarm in the case of
primitive events (Close-to-chair, Inside-zone-Balance, ... )
occur mainly on the border of zones and equipments especially when they are very close.
The low number of false alarms in the case of composite
event can be explained by the fact that the scenarios are
very constrained and there is a little chance to be wrongly
detected.
A future work consists in studying how to establish cooperation between the event recognition and the vision modules. It will be useful for the event recognition module to
send a feedback to vision modules to track again people.
A next task consists in learning automatically event models
based on spatio-temporal physical objects relationships and
modelling their uncertainty. We plan also to study different
types of interaction of the mobile objects with the contextual objects based on facial, gaze, gesture and posture detections. More experimental evaluation and comparison with
other state of the art event recognition methods are planned
to assess the robustness of the proposed system.
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